FLOOR LAYOUT
scale 1:100

G.C.I Roof sheets on timber trusses to details

1500x75mm watherproof cladding

SECTIONAL ELEVATION X-X
scale 1:75

12mm thick wall plaster (ratio=1:6 c/w)
Anti-rat metal flushing on both sides
50x50 mm studs @ 300 mm
Riser = 150 mm
250x200mm floor con. (min 1:2:4)

ELEVATION 01
1050 x 1800mm high door
Wire mesh along the longer side of the shed at 300 mm from slab level
12mm External rendering

ELEVATION 02
300x300mm p.v.

ELEVATION 03
375x75mm brickwork column
100mm oversized slab on 50mm bedding on 600mm hardcore packed in layers of 200mm
Determined on site (min=600)

ELEVATION 04
300x300mm p.v.

GENERAL NOTES
1. Do not scale.
2. All dimensions are in mm unless otherwise specified.
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